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ForeWord

Selected Works may seem a prosaic title for an 
exhibition which we hope will stop you in your 
tracks. the photographs are a selection from the 
oeuvre of an artist who has worked with both 
passion and professional dedication for twenty-five 
years but who has not had the conventional career 
easily summed up with a mid-term retrospective.  
His personal history is the counterpoint to his career; 
his discovery of the camera was a personal salvation 
which provided a raison d’être and opened a 
floodgate from which has flowed a tumult of images, 
each a tribute to the photographer’s imagination 
and technical skill. For eustace each day is full of 
possibility, his life a series of happy resolutions 
and coincidences and he carries this openness 
into the studio and behind the lens so that he can 
see the essential character of a sitter and respond 
intuitively. throughout his life he has shown the 
vision to imagine projects on a grand scale, some of 
which have been shot over a period of years. this 
exhibition is another chapter in his story; it is our 
first photography exhibition and the first showing for 
the photographer in a gallery but most importantly 
the images work in exactly the same way as modern 
painting: we respond emotionally as individuals. 
the exhibition is also a fitting launch for a major 
monograph on eustace: I Write to Tell You of a Baby 
Boy Born Only Yesterday… the Scottish Gallery 
would like to thank edinburgh Napier university for 
their contribution towards this special publication. 
We are also grateful to anne lyden for her insightful 
introduction and to robin Muir for his contribution.

cHriStiNa JaNSeN aNd Guy PePloe





iNtroductioN

Putting faith in a photograph…

a highly successful photographer and international 
figure in the worlds of fashion and commerce, david 
eustace approaches his art with a genuine passion. 
a graduate of edinburgh Napier university, he first 
emerged on the photographic scene in 1992 with an 
editorial commission from GQ magazine that would 
be the first of many such projects that garnered his 
reputation as a highly sought-after photographer. 
david’s dedication to his craft is unwavering and 
he humbly describes his method as one of intuition, 
declaring, “i put faith in a photograph. until i press 
the button, there’s no right or wrong.”

it is with such openness that david has continued 
to seek out people and places throughout the last 
twenty-five years of his professional career.  
in 2008 when he embarked on The Character Project, 
he travelled the 3000 miles of Highway 50 in the 
uSa, from west coast to east coast meeting sixty 
strangers in a three-week period. the meetings 
were chance, people happened upon in the small 
towns along the route, yet david, ever seeking 
and with his faith in the photograph, managed to 
capture a fascinating group of individuals. there’s 
the elderly woman, Madge, whom he stopped in 
Winchester, Virginia to ask directions (he was in 
search of the street where country singer Patsy cline 
grew up), only to discover that Madge and Patsy 
were childhood friends; or Judd redfield, a man he 
met and photographed outside the Museum of the 
Mountain West in Montrose, colorado, and someone 
who, he subsequently learned, had been an assistant 
to ansel adams, the great american photographer. 
Such stories abound with david. although random 
encounters, the fact that he firmly believes that 

“people with an interest in life, have interesting lives” 
means he is naturally drawn to individuals and they 
in turn are drawn to his energy and way of seeing. 
this innate curiosity, coupled with keen instincts, is 
perhaps hewn from his earlier career as a prison 
officer in Glasgow’s notorious barlinnie Prison, where 
every person had a back-story of sorts.

david cites many influences on his work, among 
them some of the great portrait photographers 
of the last century – Martin chambi, irving Penn, 
Paul Strand, as well as august Sander, whose first 
book, Face of our Time (antlitz der Zeit) and the 
later monumental project People of the Twentieth 
Century (Menschen des 20 Jahrhunderts), created 
a catalogue of people from all walks of life. Sander 
stated that “[w]e know that people are formed by 
the light and air, by their inherited traits, and their 
actions. We can tell from appearance the work 
someone does or does not do; we can read in his 
face whether he is happy or troubled.” in many 
ways, david’s photographs provide the viewer with 
similar insight into the various subjects who come 
before his camera. Whether it is an eclectic group 
of buskers pulled off the streets of Glasgow, or the 
gladiatorial welders working in the foundries of 
brazil, his portraits of people capture something of 
their essence.

For david it simply comes down to recording the 
journey of life that we each embark on. For him, this 
is literal as well as figurative. His travels have taken 
him around the world documenting the landscapes 
and city scenes of places as diverse as burma 
and barra, New york and lebanon. Just as with 
his portraits, david views the landscapes with an 
openness and sincerity, at times even delight and awe, 
that evokes a certain quality of the place. His journey 
in life has brought him to this spot, indeed to this 
very exhibition at the Scottish Gallery, where david is 
the first photographer to be shown at the venerable 
institution. With its origins dating back to 1842, the 
gallery has long been a feature of the edinburgh arts 
scene and has represented some of the very best in 
Scottish contemporary art, and now, for the first time 
in its history, photography. it is only fitting then that 
the gallery, in putting its faith in a photograph (or 
two), do so with the work of david eustace.

aNNe M. lydeN 
international Photography curator 
National Galleries of Scotland





Selected WorkS

i am often asked the question “what type of 
photography do you do?” 

by now you would think i would have some relatively 
straightforward, concise answers.

i am primarily drawn to character, structure and 
time. i have been called a story teller. i create 
bodies of work in the same way a writer creates a 
book structured around chapters and i do likewise 
with my camera. My inspirations for projects, as 
in life, come from many directions, sources and 
experiences. in short i follow two basic instincts, 
curiosity and interest, which are inspired by very 
varied subjects, be it people, shapes or vistas. 

to coincide with the publication of my book I Write 
to Tell You of a Baby Boy Born Only Yesterday i am 
delighted to present a small selection of images 
from some of my favourite portfolios spanning the 
past 25 years.

daVid euStace 
(Hon) dr of arts 
edinburgh, January 2015



1 the buskers (Plate No. 1), 1992
Derek, Sauchiehall Street
edition of 50
archival Pigment Print, 96 x 80 cms

Public collectioN
Glasgow Museums; The Observer Magazine

tHe buSkerS ProJect
(50 WaSHiNGtoN Street, GlaSGoW)

The Buskers portfolio was one of my earliest works, created in 1992, the year 
after i graduated. inspired by the works of Martin chambi and august Sander, 
this portfolio was more about a collective group rather than individual sitters  
or current fashions. it was about a time and place i bore witness to and which 
was a crossroads in my career.

daVid euStace

david’s work is a true reflection of him, curious, warm, garrulous and open. 
His view of the world is frank, honest and always positive. He is a romantic 
who interacts with his subjects on equal terms. the richness of his colour and 
the structure of his black and white work is something many photographers 
could learn from. Whilst a sense of unhurried patience underlies all his images. 
there is a lack of artifice which comes from having looked closely at what he 
photographs that i love.

Mike troW 
Picture editor, british Vogue





2 the buskers (Plate No. 2), 1992
John, Buchanan Street
edition of 50
archival Pigment Print, 96 x 80 cms

Public collectioN
Glasgow Museums
The Observer Magazine

3 the buskers (Plate No. 8), 1992
Single Piper, Buchanan Street
edition of 50
archival Pigment Print, 96 x 80 cms

Public collectioN
Glasgow Museums
The Observer Magazine





HiGHlaNd Heart

4 Highland Heart Portfolio (Plate No. 12)
Suilven, Western Highlands, 2012
edition of 15 
archival Pigment Print, 81 x 106 cms

i began this portfolio in 2012 with the support of american clothing giant 
anthropologie. created in the Western Highlands and Hebridean islands of 
Scotland, 42 large scale works from this ongoing portfolio were exhibited in 
New york city in 2013, sponsored by the Scottish Government.

i’m not comfortable with the term ‘capture’ when it comes to describe how  
i make my images, as this suggests a wish to possess, restrict or even imprison 
something, and the spirit of this land belongs to no man. 

My hope is that these images offer a window on a moment, a split second when 
this land smiled at me and i felt humbled. 

i feel at peace here. a place where i can stop, listen and am reminded of the 
simple sounds of the earth. a place i know as home. 

Generations past, present and hopefully those in the future will bear witness 
to this landscape. a landscape that has changed little over many centuries yet 
daily offers new and wondrous sights depending simply on the seasons and 
shifting winds.

daVid euStace





5 Highland Heart Portfolio (Plate No. 13)
Detail of gravestone, Western Highlands, 2012
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 81 x 106 cms



6 Highland Heart Portfolio (Plate No. 7)
Old Man of Storr, Isle of Skye, 2012
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 81 x 106 cms

following spread
7 Highland Heart Portfolio (Plate No. 5)

Isle of Harris, 2012
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 81 x 106 cms







8 Highland Heart Portfolio (Plate No. 22)
Near Assynt, Western Highlands, 2012
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 81 x 106 cms



9 Highland Heart Portfolio (Plate No. 8)
Near Torridon, Western Highlands, 2012
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 81 x 106 cms



FaSHioN

10 Girl Standing on Painted box, Glasgow, 2004
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms

i first met david eustace at Vogue when he came 
in to show his portfolio in the days when picture 
editors looked at portfolios on a daily basis, but 
we worked together when i moved to the Sunday 
Telegraph. His work, as i remember it, was sharply 
observed and his personality was its equal. open 
and honest, he had already lived a fascinating life, 
a little of which is revealed in this catalogue and 
a lot of which he recounted vividly that day. i was 
entranced. to anyone who grew up in Scotland 
in the 1970s barlinnie Prison and its Special unit, 
Jimmy boyle and A Sense of Freedom – all of it 
held resonance. david might have viewed the world 
through eyes that had seen, early on, the worst that 
it might offer up but also the most hopeful and 
inspiring too. My successor at Vogue, Mike trow, has 
put it well when he described david as ‘a romantic 
who interacts with his subjects on equal terms’.

as i recall it, david’s work focused mostly on 
portraiture in monochrome, but he translated that 
into fashion and in colour and he quickly became 
a star. it was when he was allowed to elide both 
portrait and fashion that he really shone and in 
the best of his fashion work, inevitably, you would 
discern a personality behind even the most wayward 
of outfits. it was unsurprising to learn from david 
that he admired the work of irving Penn, that giant 
of Vogue for over half a century. Penn recognised 
his camera for ‘the instrument it is, part Stradivarius, 

part scalpel’. despite meticulous preparation, he 
would never quite be sure what tune the Stradivarius 
might play and stood a little in awe of its power.  
i was intrigued to read here that david feels some 
sympathy: ‘until i press the button, there is no right 
or wrong,’ he says.

the best of david’s fashion studies, as much as his 
portraits, are quietly played out within the square 
box of the studio, his subjects groomed and flattered 
like plants in a still life. it is tempting to think of 
parallels here with the heat and tension of the four 
walls of the prison cell, especially (to continue a 
depressing metaphor) when full of life they want to 
break out of their confines. Not for nothing did Penn 
call his 1974 book of ethnographic portraits made in 
a makeshift studio, Worlds in a Small Room.

i’m pleased for david that he’s getting such 
recognition now that he is back living again in 
Scotland. being world-renowned now, he’s hardly 
a well-kept secret but this modest, honest and 
entirely irrepressible figure will treat his first show 
at the Scottish Gallery as reverently as if it was a 
retrospective at the Met, New york, delighting his 
audience as he has always done and considering it 
perhaps the first stage of a new journey.

robiN Muir 
Writer and curator





11 Miki at Gosford House, east lothian, 2004
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms





12 young man in cape coat, london, 2014 
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms

13 detail of collar, london, 2014
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms





14 ballerina No. 1, Glasgow, 2008
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms







15 andressa, New york city, 2008
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms

16 david Gant in tartan, Glasgow, 2003
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms



PortraitS

17 robbie coltrane, london, 1993
edition of 7
archival Pigment Print, 48 x 39 cms

People interest me. People from all walks of life. i am often simply part of a 
performance, i don’t construct an image as such, i have faith that somehow  
the portrait will find itself. 

So for me, there is only one focus of attention, and that’s got to be the person 
in front of the camera. if you look at the photographs and find a connection 
with that person, my camera has just been something to document a moment in 
time that connects two unknown parties, with me in the middle. i’m just looking 
for that little moment that connects all people.

daVid euStace

there is such warmth, serenity and sensitivity in david’s images. they possess  
a timeless quality and an authenticity that is deeply reflective of the man himself.

toNy cHaMberS 
editor-in-chief of Wallpaper* Magazine





18 John byrne Frayed cuff, Glasgow, 2011
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 96 x 80 cms

Public collectioN
Scottish National Portrait Gallery, edinburgh

19 John byrne in yellow tweed Suit, Glasgow, 2011
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 133 x 110 cms

Public collectioN
Scottish National Portrait Gallery, edinburgh





20 Paul Gray, designer, Glasgow, 2014
edition of 10
archival Pigment Print, 67 x 56 cms





21 eve arnold, london, 1996
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 69 x 58 cms

courtesy of condé Nast/Vogue Publications

david eustace is a seismograph – his portraits have a 
way of exposing what lies beneath the surface.

treVor luNN 
creative director





22 Harry dean Stanton i, la, 2013
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 56 x 66 cms



23 Harry dean Stanton ii, la, 2013
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 56 x 66 cms



24 albert Watson, Glasgow, 1992
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 96 x 80 cms

Public collectioN
Scottish National Portrait Gallery, edinburgh







25 George Mackay brown, Stromness, 1996
edition of 10
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms



26 Michael, Glasgow, 2003
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 133 x 110 cms

the thing i like about david’s photographs are the empty spaces.  
there’s a romantic desolation about them.

tracey eMiN





27 Wooden church, colorado, (Highway 50), uSa, 2008
edition of 50
archival Pigment Print, 56 x 66 cms

HiGHWay 50

this portfolio was created in 2008 and supported by Nbc universal / the 
aperture Foundation. i was one of 11 photographers asked to create a personal 
body of work which ‘captured the character of america’. i decided to make  
50 portraits of strangers and juxtapose these alongside varying land and 
cityscapes by following a single road (Highway 50) that spans the uSa,  
linking the Pacific to the atlantic ocean.

daVid euStace

david captures the beauty and soul in all his work whether it is portraits or 
landscapes. He is a genius.

WeNdy HiNtoN 
Photography editor, Harrods Magazine





28 Portrait of ike, Nevada, (Highway 50), uSa, 2008
edition of 50
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms







29 Vintage Gas Signs, (Highway 50), uSa, 2008
edition of 50
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms



30 dustin i, (Highway 50) uSa, 2008
edition of 50
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms

31 dustin ii, (Highway 50) uSa, 2008
edition of 50
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms





32 young boy in byblos, lebanon, 1994
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 48 x 39 cms

beirut aNd beyoNd

your children are not your children. 
they are the sons and daughters of life's longing for itself.
they come through you but not from you,
and though they are with you, yet they belong not to you.

you may give them your love but not your thoughts.
For they have their own thoughts.
you may house their bodies but not their souls,
For their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow,
which you cannot visit, not even in your dreams.
you may strive to be like them, but seek not to make them like you.
For life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday.

you are the bows from which your children as living arrows are sent forth.
the archer sees the mark upon the path of the infinite,
and He bends you with His might that His arrows may go swift and far.
let your bending in the archer's hand be for gladness;
For even as He loves the arrow that flies,
so He loves also the bow that is stable.

kaHlil GibraN (1883-1931) 
From The Prophet, 1 of 26 poetic essays  
originally published in 1923 by alfred a. knopf

i first visited lebanon whilst working on a 
commercial project in 1993, not long after the civil 
war had ended. during this time i was introduced to 
the works of kahlil Gibran and was so inspired by the 
region that i decided to stay on and begin a personal 
body of work. i revisited the region on three further 
occasions and in 1995 Beirut and Beyond was finally 
completed. this portfolio was exhibited at the 
Noorderlicht Photo Festival, Groningen, Holland  
in 1995.

daVid euStace





33 Simon, lebanon, c.1994
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 48 x 39 cms

34 untitled doorway in beirut, lebanon, 1994
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 48 x 39 cms





35 young Girl, lebanon, 1994
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 48 x 39 cms





36 Welder with blue Head Scarf, brazil, 2011
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms

tHe Weir GrouP

following spread
37 Four Steel Workers, brazil, 2011

edition of 10
archival Pigment Print, 112 x 149 cms

i was asked to visit three of the Weir Group’s international plants in brazil, chile 
and the uSa and create an artist’s portfolio in celebration of the company’s 175 
year history. i was given complete creative freedom. in compiling this portfolio  
i became increasingly aware of a delicacy to be found in such heavy industry.  
i believe there is unseen beauty and inspiration in all things which can easily be 
missed even by those who have spent many decades surrounded by it. there 
appeared to be an incredible gentleness of colour and an attention to detail and 
precision that highlighted this delicacy. Stepping back i uncovered a veritable 
art gallery within some of the toughest environments; the men seemed to me 
reminiscent of warriors of yesteryear.

daVid euStace











38 red broom, brazil, 2011
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms



39 rusted Pipe detail, boston, 2007
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms

uS PoWerGeN

in 2007 i was approached by the designer katja Maas who was working on 
behalf of one of the largest power suppliers and distributors in america. i was 
asked to create a portfolio around the company’s bases in New york and boston. 
the hope was that i’d create a document or a ‘new way of seeing’ the obvious 
in a not so obvious way. i saw an opportunity to celebrate structure, shape and 
texture alongside the human element in as honest a manner as possible, which 
is often lost or polished in the corporate world of today. i hoped to bring a 
delicacy and structural awareness even in decay in what is otherwise regarded 
as a heavy, cold and harsh environment.

daVid euStace





40 Still life i, boston 2007
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 66 x 56 cms





41 Still life ii, boston 2007
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 56 x 66 cms



42 Still life iii, boston 2007
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 56 x 66 cms



yoSeMite

43 landscape untitled No. 29 yosemite, 2011
edition of 10
archival Pigment Print, 38 x 50 cms

following spread
44 landscape untitled No. 27 yosemite, 2011

edition of 10
archival Pigment Print, 38 x 50 cms

in 2011, i was asked to front Panasonic’s new cinema and television advertising 
campaign for the lumix camera system. this in turn led to the yosemite 
portfolio which was inspired by the fragile nature of this vast, wonderful and 
powerful environment.

daVid euStace









45 landscape untitled No. 1 yosemite, 2011
edition of 10
archival Pigment Print, 38 x 50 cms



46 landscape untitled No. 31 yosemite, 2011
edition of 10
archival Pigment Print, 38 x 50 cms



GreeNe Street PortraitS

47 Greene Street Portraits, (riccardo and Nilo), New york, 2010
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms

in 2010 i was renting a studio in Greene St, SoHo, New york city. during this 
time i became increasingly drawn to the people, often characterful and colourful, 
that i passed daily in the neighbourhood. i approached some of these strangers 
and asked if they would come to the 12th floor studio and allow me to take their 
portrait. Many of those i approached have since become friends, who otherwise 
i would never have known, and this for me is another wonder of the medium, in 
so far as the camera can act as an introduction to others who would normally 
remain strangers.

daVid euStace

“We keep passing unseen through little moments of other people’s lives.” 

robert M PirSiG 
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance





48 Greene Street Portraits, (ori), New york, 2010
edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms

49 Greene Street Portraits, (Melissa & Jeff), 
 New york, 2010

edition of 25
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms





50 young Monk, burma, 2013
edition of 15
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms

Since my childhood i’ve been fascinated by asia and the far east. i admire the 
quietness, tranquility, respect for age and traditions the region seems to offer 
and celebrates.

daVid euStace

by looking so honestly at his subjects, [david] invites them to return his gaze, 
risking self-discovery in the reflection of an eye. Whether he finds that self there 
or at the end of one of those long roads he’s travelled is, of course, a private 
matter. What he’s sharing with us, though, is the unflinching response he pulls 
out of his subjects, all of whom look back at us assuming common ground.  
but it’s not just people that lure david, it’s the physical world of where they  
are that also reels him in.

SuSaN WHite 
director of Photography, Vanity Fair, condé Nast Publications, 2014 

aSia





51 elderly chinese Woman, Northern china, c.2007
edition of 7
archival Pigment Print, 106 x 81 cms







iN SearcH oF euStace

52 Portrait of rachael, antelope canyon, 2009

at 2.07am on the 9th of october 1992 my life changed forever. My daughter 
rachael was born.

In Search of Eustace is my most personal portfolio to date. Far from being a 
record of simply a road trip i made with rachael when she was 16, it is more 
about a period in time we can never revisit. it was about rachael on the cusp of 
leaving the later stages of childhood and becoming a young woman and a father 
watching as his daughter moved on. We followed a route from los angeles to a 
small town just south of dallas in texas, named ‘eustace’. our journey had a very 
deliberate yet indirect route as i wished rachael to see some of the wonders of 
the Midwest and by following such an indirect route it gave us greater time on 
the road to create our journal. Not only did i photograph rachael but she also 
created a record of this trip, noting her thoughts and observations. My primary 
reason for creating this portfolio was to serve as a record that one day she may 
give her children, or possibly grandchildren, the chance to view her as the child 
she once was.

daVid euStace





53 rachael, amarillo, uSa, 2009



daVid euStace
(HoN) dr oF artS

1961 born on the 23rd November, edinburgh. two days later he was adopted by 
James and Susan eustace and brought up in 43 Greenside Street in the east 
end of Glasgow. His father worked as a draftsman for a shipping yard on the 
clyde before being made redundant in the 70’s. at this time, Glasgow was going 
through huge social and economic changes and a radical urban redevelopment. 
the east end was historically a tough, working-class environment; often plagued 
by poverty, a poor health record and tensions often leading to violence. However, 
at the same time, it was a place of tight social bonds, lifelong friendships and 
incredible humour. 

1965-72 carntyne Primary School, Glasgow

1972-77 Smithycroft Secondary School, Glasgow. david was considered a bright student 
but due to his then unidentified dyslexia, found written work challenging. He left 
school at 16 with an art qualification.

1977-79 Naturally sociable, david worked in a variety of jobs in and around Glasgow including 
lumley’s Sports Shop, a bingo hall and the infamous ‘barras’ market. He tapped into a 
diverse street network of people from different backgrounds and trades. 

1979-83 david joined the royal Navy reserve and was assigned to HMS Hodgeston 
(M1146). 

1983-88 He joined HMP barlinnie and served as a Prison officer for five years. He was 
working at the prison when the infamous barlinnie riots took place in 1987.

1984 aged 27, he borrowed a camera from a friend and was immediately fascinated 
with the medium. 

1987 10th october, david married deirdre Margaret Macdonald Wood.

 david joined the knightswood camera club and promptly won best Novice 
Photographer. a guest speaker encouraged david to consider working in 
photography. david set up a small dark room in his father’s house and when 
not working, he was in the dark room, printing and experimenting day and 
night. He soon after joined the Glasgow Photography Group (which became the 
foundations for Street level Photoworks). 

 david sought advice from the staff at the Glasgow college of building and 
Printing with regards to studying photography. impressed with his portfolio, 
they recognised his greater potential and david was encouraged to apply for the 
degree course at Napier university in edinburgh. He was immediately accepted 
as a mature student.

1988 david travelled daily to edinburgh and completely immersed himself in 
photography. He focused particular attention on the printing process in 
conjunction with mastering and manipulating light. He drew upon his past 
experience for subject matter, and with his growing technical knowledge he was 
able to express his ideas with increasing clarity and vision. 

1990 in his final year at Napier, david was awarded the agfa Photography student 
bursary and was invited as one of only two students, to represent the uk at the 
international Photo Symposium, Poznan, Poland. david was also spending time 
in london making essential contacts and connections, leaving his portfolio with 
various magazines. His work was quickly recognised as being special. 



1991 david graduated from edinburgh Napier university with distinction. in his final 
year at edinburgh Napier, he contacted the eminent Scots born photographer 
albert Watson in New york and worked as his assistant for a week. Within 
months of leaving university he was already working for GQ and ES magazines, 
fulfilling four covers for GQ by the end of the following year. Portrait 
commissions came in thick and fast. david had a particular ability to connect 
with his subjects and the resulting images astonished the publishing world, 
which in turn, led to more work.

1991-92 beyond commissions, personal projects included The Cowboys and The Buskers. 
The Cowboys is an insight into Glasgow’s Grand ole opry (the country & 
Western club); david got to know many of the characters and they agreed 
to sit for him. this project was later purchased and published by The Sunday 
Telegraph (1995). beyond The Cowboys, david wanted to capture the street 
entertainers who regularly performed in and around Glasgow city centre. this 
project became known as The Buskers, and was shot in a deserted warehouse 
on Washington Street where david had plastered and painted the walls to get 
the backdrop he wanted. 

1992 9th october, birth of daughter, rachael.

 david was included in GQ’s masthead as contributing photographer.  
as his reputation grew, his client list expanded and he gained regular work from 
Tatler, Vogue, Sunday Times Magazine, Telegraph Magazine and many more.

1993 the buskers was purchased and published by The Observer Magazine.

 the portfolio of works Beirut and Beyond commenced. 

1994 Glasgow Museums (Julian Spalding) acquired The Buskers (12 images) for their 
permanent collection.

1995 thirty-three images were selected from the unfinished Beirut and Beyond 
portfolio and featured in the main exhibition at the Groningen international 
Photography Festival in the Netherlands.

 Beirut and Beyond was finally completed.

1996 Mike Prince from Scottish television commissioned a 30-minute documentary 
programme David Eustace & His Work which profiled david’s career to date.

1997 david curated EGO at MNS Gallery, Glasgow, which was sponsored by 
kodak & land rover. the exhibition consisted of 75 commissioned and non-
commissioned portraits, including actors, musicians and other known faces. 

 david was awarded ‘artist’ Membership at the Glasgow art club; the first 
photographer member.

1998 eleanor yule from the bbc commissioned a 30 minute documentary on the EGO 
exhibition. EGO toured to ‘the Gallery in cork Street’, london. (Sponsored by 
deutsche bank/Morgan Grenfell) deutsche bank acquired 14 works from EGO 
for their private collection.

 With regular work coming in from the uS, david re-established contact with 
albert Watson whose wife elizabeth would eventually become his agent 
(elizabeth Watson inc.). this working relationship lasted several years. From this 
point on david worked extensively between Scotland and the uS.



1999 david commenced work for Scottish television to create a new concept for their 
channel idents. He was also commissioned by the Scottish office to produce 
both photographic stills and a tV commercial for the anti-domestic abuse 
advertising campaign Behind Closed Doors.

2000 Solo exhibition at the Glasgow art club opened by presenter kirsty Wark.

2001 COG magazine asked david to act as photography director.

2002 eighteen images were submitted as part of the group show Travel at dGP 
Gallery, Glasgow.

2002 david continued to work commercially in both the uk and uS creating global 
campaigns including all the advertising imagery used to promote Paramount 
Pictures now classic movie School of Rock, starring Jack black. 

2003-09  the Saturday Herald Magazine (editor: kathleen Morgan) approached david to 
act as joint fashion editor and photographer, which gave him complete creative 
control and involved him working alongside kelly cooper barr producing and 
photographing 50 fashion stories a year; each spread consisted of six pages of 
images.

2004 the success of the Saturday Herald Magazine led to the publication being voted 
‘uk Supplement Magazine of the year’ on more than one occasion. Newsquest 
group commissioned david to rebrand The Herald/Times newspaper group.  
this involved the overall appearance and direction of the television and stills 
campaign. 

2005  david won ‘Most influential Style Photographer’ at the Scottish Style awards.

2006-07 david worked for coca cola to create a suite of photographs, which included 
travelling through uSa, brazil, France, russia and china.

 “in 2006 i was asked to do a ‘corporate responsibility report’ for the coca cola 
company and it involved travelling from Nyc to atlanta, then on to rocinha  
in rio de Janeiro… then over to Paris before heading to the Hermitage in  
St Petersburg. We headed down to Moscow before flying out to beijing and 
onto the Gobi desert… all in the space of three weeks. With such a schedule and 
so many potential chances for film to get ruined, x-rayed or even lost i took the 
decision to work in digital for the first time and i’ve never used film since – it’s 
both the same to me; a means to record, the discipline is the difference.”

2007 the designer and protégé of Milton Glaser, katja Maas, commissioned david to 
capture the vision of their industrial corporation uS Powergen. He was given 
complete freedom to create a body of work that sought out a greater statement 
and understanding of the human condition found in this industrial complex.

 at home in Glasgow, a fire destroyed many of david’s early portraits and 
photographs.

2008 david was one of 11 photographers chosen to capture the character of america 
for uSa Network / Nbc universal. the main project was called The Character 
Project and david’s project was called Highway 50, and for this he drove from 
San Francisco to ocean city, Maryland over 3400 miles and created 50 portraits 
juxtaposed against 50 different landscapes. the project was launched in the 
Stephen Weiss Studio in New york in March 2009 and toured to a further five 
uS cities ending in los angeles. the Nbc anchorman tom brokaw stated that 
david’s contribution to this project moved him so much that he decided to 
follow the same route with a film crew to document the first year of the obama 
administration.



 Highway 50 was produced and published by chronicle. david’s portfolio was the 
lead with the largest amount of selected images, one of which was chosen for 
the cover.

 david won ‘communicator of the year’ award at the Scottish Fashion awards.

2009 creative director trevor lunn from anthropologie, commissioned david to 
launch the company’s art based multimedia site. this culminated in the portfolio 
In Search of Eustace. it was an open brief and once again david was given 
complete freedom to offer and create a personal body of work. He chose to 
create a document along with his 16 year old daughter, rachael, focusing on 
a father and daughter’s relationship. they drove over 3000 miles from los 
angeles to the small town south of dallas, texas called eustace. In Search of 
Eustace was exhibited in both the uk and the uS. Grant Scott, then editor of 
Professional Photographer, described the body of work as ‘genius’. 

 david participated in a group show at the royal Scottish academy in edinburgh 
called As Others See Us. david was paired up with the artist and sculptor alex 
Main (1940-2010). 

2010-11 the success of In Search of Eustace prompts anthropologie to approach  
david with another open brief to simply ‘do something close to your heart’.  
this resulted in the portfolio Highland Heart where david returned to Scotland 
and made a series of magical and mysterious landscapes of the Scottish 
Highlands and islands.

 david produced the Greene Street Portfolio in New york.

2011 david was awarded an Honorary doctor of arts from edinburgh Napier 
university.

 the Scottish National Portrait Gallery, edinburgh, acquired three portraits of the 
artist and playwright John byrne for their permanent collection.

2011  Panasonic based their uk cinema and television campaign around david and his 
work. Filmed in yosemite National Park, this project saw david’s work increase 
sales for the lumix camera.

 Work commenced for the Weir Group at their bases in brazil, chile and North 
america. the project marked the 175th anniversary of the company and david 
was commissioned to create an artist’s impression of the company’s work. 

2012 Photographed the Highland Heart portfolio in the Western Highlands and islands.

2013  Highland Heart was showcased at Hudson’s Studio in New york as the main 
evening event of the Scotland Week celebrations and was opened by Scotland’s 
First Minister, alex Salmond. the exhibition included 42 large scale works.

 david begins work on an on-going portrait project titled Friends & Artists.

2014 david’s first major mid-career retrospective publication was released,  
I Write to Tell You of a Baby Boy Born Only Yesterday… by clearview books. 

 david and deirdre moved from Glasgow to edinburgh.

2015 david eustace Selected Works, the Scottish Gallery, and launch of I Write to 
Tell You. this is the first major photography exhibition in the Gallery’s 173  
year history. 



Selected PortraitS

coMPaNieS

Billboard • Condé Nast Traveller • Elle • Elle Decoration • Esquire • Golf Magazine 
GQ UK (Contributing Editor) • GQ USA • Hemisphere • In Style (UK) 
In Style (USA) • Interview • Masthead • Red • Slave • Tales Magazine • Tatler UK 
The Guardian • The Herald • The New Yorker • The Observer Magazine 
The Scotsman Magazine • The Sunday Times • Vanity Fair • Vogue UK

ABC Network • Anthropologie • Anti Drugs Council • Belhaven Brewery 
Bell South • Dewar’s • Disney Publishing • FIFA • Glenmorangie • HBO Films 
Kellogg’s • Louis Verdad • Marks & Spencer • Motorola • Panasonic 
Paramount Pictures • Procter & Gamble • QVC • The Coca Cola Company 
The Northern Bank • The Royal Bank of Scotland • The Scottish Executive 
The Weir Group • Universal Music • US Powergen

coMMiSSioNS

Eve Arnold • Alec Baldwin • Iain Banks • Daniel Barenboim • Alan Bates 
Jack Black • Sir Peter Blake • Ozwald Boateng • Jimmy Breslin 
George Mackay Brown • Duke of Buccleuch • Gerard Butler • John Byrne 
Steven Campbell • Jane Campion • Peter Capaldi • Robert Carlyle • Emilio Coia 
Robbie Coltrane • Billy Connolly • Sir Terence Conran • Steve Coogan 
Brian Cox • Sheryl Crow • Alan Cumming • Willem Dafoe • Jack Davenport 
Jack Dee • Dame Judi Dench • Duke of Devonshire • Colin Dexter • Tracey Emin 
Sir Alex Ferguson • Bryan Ferry • Colin Firth • Tommy Flanagan • Jason Flemyng 
Dexter Fletcher • Isabelle Fokine • Ken Follett • Lord Norman Foster 
Dick Francis • Sir David Frost • James Gilchrist • Milton Glaser • Andy Goldsworthy 
Hugh Grant • Alasdair Gray • Robert Hardy • Rafic Hariri • Clare Henry 
Ciarán Hinds • Peter Howson • Sir John Hurt • Eva Jiricna • Scarlett Johansson 
James Earl Jones • Tibor Kalman • Roy Keane • AL Kennedy • Philip Kerr 
Jude Law • Mike Leigh • Liz Lochhead • Sophia Loren • Kelly Macdonald 
Ewan McGregor • David Mackenzie • Jay McAnelly • Sir Paul McCartney 
Kevin McKidd • Bernard Maclaverty • Sam Mendes • Mads Mikkelsen 
Sir John Mills • Juliet Mills • Anthony Minghella • Edwin Morgan • Duke of Norfolk 
Jamie Oliver • Earl & Countess of Peel • Lynda La Plante • Ian Rankin • Vic Reeves 
Yasmina Reza • Alan Rickman • Guy Ritchie • Mickey Rourke • Jonathan Saunders 
Ian Schrager • Ed Sheeran • Tina Sinatra • Harry Dean Stanton • Jason Stratham 
Dave Stewart • Alexander Stoddart • Trudie Styler • Tilda Swinton 
Matthew Vaughan • Albert Watson • Alison Watt • Duke of Wellington 
Irvine Welsh • Duke of Westminster • Vivienne Westwood • Ronnie Wood 
Susannah York • Radiohead • Sting



I Write to Tell You of a Baby Boy Born Only 
Yesterday… is the first ever monograph on the 
work of david eustace, one of the world’s leading 
photographers. the title of this book is the first line 
of the agency’s letter to david eustace’s parents, 
informing them that a baby boy had been born 
and was available for adoption. it represents the 
beginning of his journey. david eustace’s subjects 
read like a Who’s Who in the world of art, cinema, 
music and design: tracey emin, Sophia loren, James 
earl Jones, radiohead, Paul Mccartney, Milton Glaser 
to name a few. His work is held in both private and 
public collections, and tom brokaw’s television 
series Along Highway 50 was inspired by david’s 
portfolio for Nbc’s art based project. this art book 
is an eclectic selection of his portraiture, landscape, 
and social observation. 

clearVieW bookS

this book is a snapshot, a rather long exposure 
perhaps, covering many events and encounters 
that i’ve been fortunate enough to experience 
these past two and a half decades. Some of these 
moments took place only weeks ago, while others 
were recorded, almost 25 years ago, at the very early 
stages of my love affair with the medium.

My hope is that this work, be it the entire book or a 
certain portfolio, a single frame, character, look or 
a landscape might encourage or inspire you. even 
the smallest detail in a single frame may provoke or 
arouse. if any of these images can do this then, in my 
view, they have no greater value or purpose.

Moments are all we have. our past is gone and 
our future not yet here. i am fortunate to be able 
to photograph my moments, my world, the way 
i see it and would now invite you to enjoy part of 
my journey so far… that of the baby boy born only 
yesterday.

daVid euStace

daVid euStace

i Write to tell you oF a baby  
boy borN oNly yeSterday…

Published by clearview books, 2014 
(256 pages, large format 29 x 37 cms)
Price £60

Saturday 7 February 2015
An Audience with David Eustace
11am-12noon
book signing between 12-1pm
rSVP
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